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ject that the solicitude to add a second and a third
betrays a consciousness of the unsoundness of the first.
This plan would have more plausibility if your audience
consisted of a single man; but you preach to many at
once. Y Oll know that the constitutions of different
minds are various; so that a point which is effective
with one may be powerless with another. The engineer
who fires at a crowd loads his artillery with a number
of grape-shot, not with a single ball. But I claim also ·
that a second argument is not felt by any mind to be
useless because a first has been found convincing. It
confirms the evidence already seen, and guarantees us
that its seeming force is not sophistical: it instructs us
in the ·most pleasing manner in the harmonies and rela
tionships of truths.

The testimony ofS<!ripture is our most weighty' evi
dence. Where, then, should the proof-texts be ranked?
In many cases you will find that the declaration of a
particular citation is related to some one head of your
~;rgument: this text should then be cited at the con
clusion of this head. In other cases it would appear
proper to place the chief array of texts at the close of
the discussion, that they may have the honour of
terminating debate. I t seems inconsistent to continue
human arguments after God's final verdict is announced.

8. Last, the preacher should see to it that his proof
is unanswerable. Nothing should be advanced which
is not solid, and all should be so perspicuously and
forcibly put as to silence every mind which is not per
verse. While every public speaker must be prompted
to speak convincingly by whatever motive causes him
to speak at all, this force is demanded of the preacher
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by a more solemn obligation. It is God's truth which
he advocates. It is a system which claims infallible
certainty. Common hearers are apt to suspect that an
inconclusive argument betrays an inconclusive prop
osition; for this, although not a just, is a most natural,
inference. The result of sophistical preaching is to
make Christianity seem sophistical. I-Ie is no small
.oriminal who, by his indolence or heedlessness, occa
.sions this profane deduction. Hence the preacher
should be, as a logician, intensely honest. It is his
sacred duty to practice the most painstaking care in
-oonstructing his arguments, and to be sure that he sees
al] around his points before he ventures them. You
find here an additional reason against logical novelties
and long-drawn ratiocination in the pulpit. No man
can safely risk their multiplied occasions of fallacy.
·\tVe should restrain ourselves within those solid grounds
where we can be certain of our correctness; we should
rely upon those broad and strong views of truth which
are grasped firmly by the common mind. To secure
this honesty, your study should be accompanied vvith
much prayer, that the infirmities and uncertainties of
the human understanding may be guided from on high.

Polemic argumentation is somewhat peculiar in its
circumstances. All logical discussion 111ay be regarded
as indirectly polemical, for whenever we establish a true
proposition we thereby virtually refute the opposite
'error. This method is called indeed indirect refuta
tion. And this, let me say once for all, is usually·the
wisest, safest and most effectual mode of pastoral oppo
sition against heresy. The minds of your people should
be so filled in advance with the truth, that there will be
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